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Abstract— This article’s content is mainly about R&D 

management with case study in New Elegant, Ltd., 

Vietnam. Aside from furniture production and building 

relation with trading houses and buyers, plenty of design 

works, sample making, revision with 3 factory partners 

require  good  management strategies in  order  to  keep 

R&D process well run. Modularity, carry over details 

(COD), and point of parity (POP) are useful strategies 

for quick daily design making. Revitalization and point of 

difference (POD) strategies are applied occasionally as it 

takes longer time to develop. Database, investment on 

expert human resources not owned by factories, 

monitoring, and intense communication are keys to R&D 

management in this company. 

Keywords—   Furniture,   Database,   R&D,   Human 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

New Elegant, Ltd. is a furniture consultant company, 

providing production service, design, quality control, and 

works as a mediator between buyer, trading houses, and 

suppliers (factories). The company itself does not own 

physical investments, instead, information, good relation 

with buyers, and collaborations are intangibles they own. 

Company   works   on   a   commission   based   system, 

according to purchase orders (PO). 

At the moment, production service are executed 

through collaborations with several factories across many 

districts in Vietnam, Dong Phu (DP), Phu Mao (PM), 

Ngu Lam Viet (NLV), Ngoc Nga (NN), to name a few 

factories. DP, NLV, and NN are Vietnam-based factories, 

while PM is a China-based factory, located in Vietnam. All   

R&D   activities   are   centered   in   Vietnam   and 

Indonesia. There are a number of key people (manager, 

sample maker, designers) from Taiwan and Indonesia, 

active in this area as supports, as it is difficult to find 

good human resource in this area in Vietnam. Right now, 

there are approximately 100 containers PO per month 

spread   across   there   4   factories.   Buyer   &   trading 

portfolios are mostly for US retailers, such as Furniture 

Classics (Yi Hua Group), Topline, Homelegance, Living 

Spaces, OSP, Avalon, Cosmos Furniture, etc. To do 

furniture business for US is not quite easy, for its intense 

competition in terms of price, quality, design, and 

production   speed   across   manufacturers.   Thus,   each 

factory should periodically provide good samples in order 

to attract buyers. 

 
All R&D jobs are performed daily due to intense 

buyers visit schedule to Vitenam, between 4-7 times a 

year, especially during or after the exhibition seasons. US 

furniture exhibition dates are also deadlines for factories 

to do samples, in order to be able to send to exhibition 

locations in time. Factoy showrooms should always 

display new samples. The larger the showroom area, the 

higher the chance to do a business. One of the reason is 

likeliness of buyer to combine existing samples into new 

designs. Combinations can be done in terms of sizing, 

finishing, shapes, prices, details, and so on. 

 
Company founder with design background, believes 

that design is the core value which brings company to 

this stage. R&D activities are essentially divided as 4, 

which are design, sample making, revision, and finishing 

(data recap). Design activities have 2 areas: R&D for 

internal, and R&D for external (providing design service 

for other companies). For internal use, each day designers 

develop 5-20  designs ideas.  In  terms  of  variations of 

design, some are developed from scratch, some from 

database, some from internal ideas, some from buyer’s 

ideas, some are modifications, and some are duplications. 

Per  August  2018,  there  are  30-40  samples  for  each 

factory per month, means there are 120-150 samples for 

all factories who collaborate with New Elegant. For each 

sample code, quantity varies from 1-6 pcs. For examples, 

sample code FC-NLV-051 (1 dining table, 4 dining 

chairs). For external R&D, there are 10 sets of collection 

(bedroom set/ dining set/ living set with a total of 50-100 

designs) required to be sent to client per month. Factory 

activities surely doesn’t only revolve around sample 

making, but mainly at the same have to maintain on time 

production from listing purchase orders. A solid 

collaboration is needed to maintain R&D works and 

production works run well simultaneously and on time. 

 
Due to Vietnam is now the center of furniture 

exporters, especially in South East Asia, many foreign
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direct investments flow in the country, for example from 

China, Taiwan, US, and many others. With various 

investing countries, Mandarin and English have become 

daily language of  many export-oriented factories (and 

staff).
 

II.  R&D STRATEGIES 
 

A.  Design Strategy 

With high demand to produce new samples, but 

averagely no factories in Vietnam have their own 

designers. Furniture designer (product designer) 

profession is not well known, thus all design resources 

tend to come from company/ trading house/ buyers, 

factories are just executor. Generally saying, company 

applies redesign strategy (Kapferer, 2014), which is R&D 

strategy to reproduce existing items by modifying minor 

changes. This strategy is applied to be able to follow 

market   demands   in   a   quick   manner.   Specifically, 

redesigns are made possible using carry over details 

strategy  (Warrel,  2006)  and  modularity  strategy 

(Anderson & Warrel, 2005). Carry over details (COD) 

means design element from existing product are brought 

to the new product. Examples of COD are found vivid in 

collection development. One design element can carry 

over 20 product line (bedroom set, dining set, and living 

set). Here is an example of design YH-18054, with 11 

product line using one design element. 

 
Image 1. Collection with Carry Over Details Strategy (COD) 

Source: New Elegant, 2018 

 
Modularity means R&D strategy where products are 

classified into several functional components. As a sample,  

a  chair  always  have  these  components: chair back, seat 

frame (including apron), seat, and front leg. Thus, 

combinations of these components are highly potential to 

make new designs As samples, by using the same seat 

frame, front legs, and cushion, only with variations on 

chair back, there are 8 designs which can be produced 

instantly. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image 2. Collection with Modularity Strategy 

Source: New Elegant, 2018 

 
Sometime, company applies Revitalization Strategy 

(Keller, 2012), which is a R&D strategy to release 

completely new products compared to previous ones. 

Company is unlikely to always just modify from existing 

ones. In crucial time, company needs to develop perfect 

new ones, as furniture industry always demand for 

something new. For example, these upholstered beds are 

new developments, as 90 percent company’s product line 

are dining sets. Bedroom product lines are developed to 

match some buyer’s top selling category, which is 

bedroom set. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image 3. Collection with Revitalization Strategy 

Source: New Elegant, 2018 

 
There are some other strategies, for example Point of 

Difference   (POD)   Strategy   (Anderson  and   Warrell, 

2013),  which  is  an  R&D  strategy  to  create  unique 

features   on    products,   separate    the    creator    from
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competitors’ products. On the other side, Point of Parity 

(POP) is a strategy to adopt similar features from 

competitors.  This  POP  strategy  is  often  requested  by 

buyer to modify bestseller products from top US retailers. 

For example, the left image is a dresser with LED fireplace 

feature from Ashley Furniture, while the right image is a 

dresser design adopting similar feature from Ashley. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image 4. Design with Point of Parity Strategy 
Source: New Elegant, 2018 

 
From technical point of view, each design direction 

comes with database reference. This is purposed to allow 

designers to create designs following existing size, 

construction standards. Renderings also need to follow 

color palette, 99% as close as real palette. Company 

investment in design human resources are placed in 

Vietnam and in Indonesia. Designers in Vietnam function 

as monitoring agents, monitoring each process from 

design to sample, avoiding technical issues. While 

designers in Indonesia are more focused on design 

explorations, avoiding typical factory problems, stuck with 

the same old bored rigid designs. 
 

 
B.  Sample Making Strategy 

Each week, company releases Sample Tracking List for 

each factory partners, contains details such as code, 

renders, type of furniture, product sizes, packing sizes, 

quantity,  bruto  weight,  material  readiness,  quotation 

price, whitewood readiness, finishing readiness. Here are 

the samples. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image 5 Sample Tracking List 

Source: New Elegant, 2018 

 
Purpose of this form is to check the status of 

sample  making  from  each  factory.  These  forms  are 

printed every week and discussed during weekly meeting 

between  company and  factories.  On  each  form  sheet, 

factory managers are required to sign as solid proof that 

discussion has taken place. 

To avoid many revisions, factory with least 

ability for sample making is assisted by company sample 

maker from Indonesia. For other case, samples with high 

difficulty level are also handled by Indonesian sample 

maker.  Solely because Indonesian sample  maker  have 

better skills in sample making. 

Since company was started in 2014, many 

complaints case revolves around finishing. Factories were 

unable to match 99% finishing with buyer’s color panel. 

Company as  a  mediator is  obliged  to  solve  the  case. 

Thus, company invested on finishing expert from China 

to solve the issue. Investment on key person was really 

helpful in producing samples with perfect results. 
 

 

C.  Design & Sample Revision Strategy 

In furniture design, samples are normally developed a 

few times until it reaches perfection, or based on buyer’s 

demand. Finished samples are usually displayed in 

showroom during buyer’s visit. Each buyer’s visit 

normally discusses revision, whether it is major or minor 

revision. Each revision point is written on samples (using 

permanent marker and signed), some are only also 

discussed verbally. Buyer’s schedule to a specific country 

is usually quite packed, normally 5-7  factories a  day. 

Visit to 1 factory can discuss up to tens of sample, thus 

tend  to  occur  misinformation.  Each  stakeholder 

(company, buyer, factory) usually provide secretary or 

anyone in charge for minutes of meeting. This minutes of 

meeting is emailed to all people in charge. Here are some 

examples.
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Image 6 Minutes of Meeting 

Source: New Elegant, 2018 

 
During weekly meeting between company and 

factories, minutes of meeting form are also printed to 

check  the  status  of  revised  samples.  In  the  end  of 

meeting,  factory manager needs  to  sign  each  meeting 

form as a proof of discussion. 
 

D. Communication Strategy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Image 7. Communication Media between Stakeholders 

Source: New Elegant, 2018 

 
To   maintain   24   hours   communication   across 

countries (also because factory runs 3 shifts - 24 hours), 

company needs a number of group chat to keep updated 

for   all   works,   including   R&D   works,   production, 

shipping, delay, trading house and buyers visit schedule, 

etc. Each morning, factories usually have their morning 

briefing (06.00-06.30), and required to update their work 

status along with photos. To make discussion fast, voice 

message feature on WeChat is found very helpful without 

much effort to text, as there are many technical details in 

furniture. Each stakeholder (company, factory) needs to 

at  least  have  1  person  who  understands  Mandarin, 

English,  and  Vietnam  as  daily  language.  Apart  from 

online communication, face-to-face meetings are held 

once a week per factory. For example, Monday for DP
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factory, Tuesday for PM factory, Wednesday for NLV 

factory,  Thursday  for  NN  factory,  Friday  for  other 

meeting with buyer or trading house or others, and 

Saturday for internal company meeting. Meetings get 

intensified normally before buyer’s visit, for example, 

Monday morning to PM factory, Monday afternoon to 

NLV factory. 
 
 

III. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

New Elegant strategies to produce correct but quick 

designs are: data are routinely grouped by code, types of 

furniture, types of set, and other so they are easy to find. 

These data groups are called database, consist of 3D files 

(using Rhinoceros and 3DSMax file for upholstery parts), 

render files (individual and collection renders in .jpg), 

CAD/production file (in forms of 3D/2D), color palette 

(edited frontally in .jpg), sample photos (from sample 1 

to final sample), and design revisions (from R1 to Rn). 

With database, company has standards, in terms of size, 

construction, component, color palette, easy to be found 

and  used. Modularity, Carry  over  Details (COD), and 

POP (Point of Parity) strategies are found very useful to 

produce daily quick designs. Revitalization and POD 

(Point  of  Difference)  strategies  take  more  time  and 

applied occasionally especially during exhibition seasons 

when buyers demand for new items. 

 
For R&D, it is crucial for company to invest in key 

areas  where  factories  cannot  handle  well,   such  as 

finishing line, designer, and sample maker. To maintain 

all activities run well, monitoring tools such as sample 

tracking lists, minutes of meetings, online meetings, and 

face-to-face meetings are important. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Database, investment on key human resource that 

factories    do    not    have,    monitoring,    and    intense 

communication,  are  R&D  management  keys  of  New 

Elegant, Ltd. 
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